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Subterfuge | Definition of Subterfuge by Merriam-Webster
subterfuge meaning: 1. a trick or a dishonest way of achieving
something: 2. an action taken to hide something from someone.
Learn more.
Subterfuge | Definition of Subterfuge by Merriam-Webster
subterfuge meaning: 1. a trick or a dishonest way of achieving
something: 2. an action taken to hide something from someone.
Learn more.
American Heritage Dictionary Entry: subterfuge
Though "subterfuge" is a synonym of "deception," "fraud,"
"double-dealing," and "trickery," there’s nothing tricky about
the word’s etymology. We borrowed the word and meaning from
Late Latin subterfugium. That word contains the Latin prefix
subter-, meaning "secretly," which.
Subterfuge - A week-long game of strategy and diplomacy
subterfuge. If you want to surprise your mom with a
sweatshirt, but don't know her size, it might take an act of
subterfuge, like going through her closet, to find it.

Subterfuge - definition of subterfuge by The Free Dictionary
Define subterfuge. subterfuge synonyms, subterfuge
pronunciation, subterfuge translation, English dictionary
definition of subterfuge. n. 1. Deception used to.
subterfuge (noun) American English definition and synonyms |
Macmillan Dictionary
Define subterfuge (noun) and get synonyms. What is subterfuge
(noun)? subterfuge (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by
Macmillan Dictionary.
subterfuge - Dictionary Definition : sasovidapefe.tk
Definition of subterfuge noun in Oxford Advanced Learner's
Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example
sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms.
subterfuge | meaning of subterfuge in Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English | LDOCE
Synonyms for subterfuge at sasovidapefe.tk with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for subterfuge.
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But I don't mean to suggest that this is some Subterfuge of
deceit: it seems Subterfuge me that the people fooled by this
subterfuge are the people presenting the ID case themselves.
From Cambridge English Corpus. AlexUSEnglish. Translator tool.
There are obviously specific signs for many words available in
sign language that Subterfuge more appropriate for daily
usage. Who has never caught mother or sister in a falsehood
Subterfuge a subterfuge?
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